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A B S T R A C T

Dual-band polarization controllable terahertz metamaterial absorber consisting of two horizontal metallic strips
and two vertically connected metallic strips is demonstrated. Due to different strip lengths in the two orthogonal
directions, two near-perfect absorption peaks are firstly obtained when the incident beam electric field is in the
horizontal direction, while two new peaks are next realized when the electric field is selected along the vertical
direction. The near-field distributions in two specific directions are provided to investigate the mechanism of
polarization controllable dual-band absorption. Our research should have broad application prospects in the
selection, control and utilization of polarization-based devices.

Introduction

Considering the wide application prospects of metamaterial absor-
bers (MAs) in thermal emitters, solar cells, refractive-index sensing etc,
we have witnessed their rapid development in the last decade [1–3].
The early MAs, however, usually have narrow-band absorption, which
are not conducive to practical applications [1–5]. To maximum their
potential in applications, multiple-band and broadband MAs have been
wide-ranging demonstrated recently [6–25]. In fact, in addition to in-
creasing the number of absorption peaks to expand practical applica-
tions, the polarization features of MAs are also a rather important index
in evaluating the applications of absorption devices [11–25].

Regarding the polarization features, MAs usually have three types
[11–20]. The first one is polarization insensitive MAs, whose absorption
remain unchanged at any polarization. The second one is polarization
sensitive MAs, which are only provide perfect absorption at a specific
polarization. The third is polarization controllable (or dependent) MAs,
which have completely different perfect absorption properties under
two orthogonal polarization. A large number of literature studies have
found that the first and second types of polarization features of MAs are
extensively investigated because they are easy to realize by designing
some highly symmetrical or asymmetrical top pattern structures
[11–20]. Due to the mutual restriction and limitation of perfect ab-
sorption in two orthogonal directions, however, there are few reports
on the MAs having the polarization controllable absorption

performance.
Herein, a polarization controllable dual-band MA is designed. Its top

structure consists of four metallic strips, of which two horizontal strips
having the same and longer length, while the other two vertical strips
have the same but shorter length. Two resonance peaks close to perfect
absorption are realized when the incoming beam polarization is along
the horizontal direction (X-polarization). Two new absorption peaks
with an average absorbance of 97.28% can be achieved when the po-
larization is selected the vertical direction (Y-polarization). The me-
chanism of dual-band polarization controllable MA is studied by means
of near-field distributions under the frequencies of maximum absorp-
tion peaks. In addition, polarization insensitive dual-band MA can be
gained when the four metallic strips have the identical length.

Structure design and model

Fig. 1(a) and (b) give the structure sketch of dual-band polarization
controllable MA. As revealed in Fig. 1(a), sandwich structure design of
three functional layers is utilized for achieving the preset results. Its top
structure in Fig. 1(b) is consisting of four metallic strips marked as A, B,
C, and D. The four strips have the same width of w = 10 μm, while the
lengths of them are different. The horizontal strips A and B have the
same length l1 = 130 μm, which is larger than that of vertical strips C
and D having the same length l2 = 100 μm, Distance between the
vertical strip center (or horizontal strip center) and the basic cell center
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o point is labeled as δ1 (or δ2), here δ1 = δ2 = 15 μm. For more details
on structure design and model, please refer to the first section of
Supplementary material.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1(c) shows the absorption under two orthogonal polarizations.
Two absorption peaks having the frequencies of 0.62 THz (peak 1) and
1.29 THz (peak 2) are observed under X-polarization (horizontal di-
rection), while two new absorption peaks 3 and 4 at frequencies of
0.71 THz and 1.16 THz can be obtained under Y-polarization (vertical
direction), respectively. It is clear that the designed dual-band MA has
the polarization controllable resonance response.

To reveal the physical cause of dual-band polarization adjustable
absorption feature, near-field patterns under each specific polarization
are given. We here first discuss the X-polarization case. The fields of
peak 1 in Fig. 1(d) and (e) have similar characteristics that are mostly
focused on both edges of horizontal strips, a very small proportion of
fields can be found around the vertical strips. Moreover, its Ez field in
Fig. 1(e) has opposite charges gathering at both edges of horizontal
strips. These distribution features show that the peak 1 should be
mainly due to dipole resonance of whole horizontal strips and has
nothing to do with the existence of vertical strips. For peak 2, however,
we observed that its |E| field in Fig. 1(f) is not only concentrated at both
edges of horizontal strips, but also at both edges of vertical strips. Its Ez
field in Fig. 1(g) further indicates that two sets of opposite charges can
be found. From these near-field patterns, it can be seen that the ex-
istence of vertical strips has an important role in forming the peak 2.
The existence of vertical strips can divide the horizontal strips into
several sections. The superposition of localized resonance response of

these sections leads to the peak 2. According to the formation me-
chanism of peaks 1 and 2, it is easy to understand why the length l1
changes of horizontal strips affect the resonance performance of the two
peaks at the same time, see Fig. 1(l). Additionally, when the horizontal
strip length remains unchanged and the position (δ1) of vertical strips is
changed, it can be predicted that the position changes (δ1) of vertical
strips can only affect the frequency of peak 2 without affecting (or
slightly affecting) the peak 1 frequency. The results in Fig. 1(m) are in
good agreement with this prediction.

Different from the near-field patterns of the peaks 1 and 2 under X-
polarization, the near-field distributions of the peaks 3 and 4 under Y-
polarization in Fig. 1(h)–(k) shows the same features that both edges of
the four metallic strips have obvious field aggregation effects. In other
words, the simultaneous existence and interaction of the horizontal
strips and the vertical strips lead to the two peaks 3 and 4. This can
explain why the length l2 changes of the vertical strips and the position
changes (δ2) of the horizontal strips have obvious effect on the peaks 3
and 4, see Fig. 1(n) and (o). Due to different lengths of the four metallic
strips in the horizontal and vertical directions, polarization controllable
dual-band MA is obtained here. Dual-band polarization insensitive MA
can be realized when the four metallic strips have the identical length in
the two orthogonal directions (or highly symmetrical top pattern
structure). Please see the second part of Supplementary material for
detailed design of dual-band polarization insensitive MA

Compared with the existing technologies in obtaining the perfect
absorption, the novelty or difference of manuscript is mainly reflected
in the following aspects: (1) We pay attention to the research topic of
polarization controllable which is often neglected in most of the re-
ported literatures. The research on polarization controllable is mainly
due to its more extensive application prospects compared with the

Fig. 1. (a) Side view of dual-band polarization controllable absorber; (b) Top view of dual-band polarization controllable absorber; (C) Absorption responses of the
designed absorber under the X-polarization and Y-polarization; (d) and (f) are respectively the |E| fields of the Peaks 1 and 2 under the X-polarization; (e) and (g) are
respectively the Ez fields of the Peaks 1 and 2 under the X-polarization; (h) and (j) are respectively the |E| fields of the Peaks 3 and 4 under the Y-polarization; (i) and
(k) are respectively the Ez fields of the Peaks 3 and 4 under the Y-polarization; Dependence of absorption on the changes of the l1 (l) and δ1 (m) under the X-
polarization; Dependence of absorption on the changes of the l2 (n) and δ2 (o) under the Y-polarization.
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absorption devices having the sensitive polarization or insensitive po-
larization. (2) Different from the existing technologies using a con-
siderable number of sub-resonators to achieve multiple-band absorp-
tion, the proposed absorption device has the characteristics of simple
structure design and easy to fabricate. (3) The physical mechanism of
the absorption device is mainly due to the strong interaction of four
metallic strips, which is obviously different from previous absorption
devices that are caused by the superposition effect of the localized re-
sonance response of each sub-resonator. (4) Considering the difference
of absorption mechanism between this manuscript and previous ab-
sorption devices, the influence of structure parameters on absorption
performance is also different. In addition, a tabular fashion in com-
parison to the state of the art literature for better visibility is also given,
please the Table 1.

Conclusion

A new approach is provided to achieve the dual-band polarization
controllable metamaterial absorber operated at terahertz domain using
two horizontal strips and two vertically connected strips. Considering
that the different strip lengths are in two orthogonal directions, a po-
larization controllable dual-band absorption performance is obtained.
The mechanism of polarization controllable dual-band device is in-
vestigated using their near-field distributions in two specific directions.
The results obtained here could have wide application prospects in the
selection, control and utilization of polarization-based devices.
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Table 1
Performance comparison between this work and the previous papers.

Reference Polarization type Sub-resonators number Absorption mechanism Frequency change way

7 Insensitive 5 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
8 Insensitive 4 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
9 Insensitive 4 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
10 Insensitive 13 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
11 Insensitive 6 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
12 Sensitive 3 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
13 Sensitive 4 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
14 Insensitive 25 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
15 Insensitive 4 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
16 Sensitive 9 Sub-resonator combination effect Sub-resonator changes
This work Controllable 1 Strong coupling between strips Coupling intensity
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